
WebViewer
JavaScript-based PDF & Office SDK

Amplify Your Web App

Embed & customize PDFTron WebViewer in a web app to rapidly grow 
market appeal, revenue streams, and customer satisfaction.

Online Demo

Powerful document functionality
Lightning-fast performance
All browsers + mobile
Pure client-side or client-server hybrid
30+ file formats









WebViewer

Hundreds of features
Customize the UI
Build complex workflows
Annotate
Collaborate in real-time
View documents
Add watermarks
Form fill
Edit & manipulate documents
Parse & extract data
Search
Add digital signatures
Redact information

And much more...

Trusted by 5,000+ innovative startups, government, and Fortune 500 businesses 

Considering all aspects of 
performance, quality, and technical 
capability, there was no contest. 
PDFTron provided everything we 
needed to embed PDF viewing in our 
product, while retaining our 
application’s look and feel.

John Sperling
VP Product Management
Aras Corporation

Our technology

PDFTron rendering technology 
was built from the ground up, and 
has been perfected over the past 
20 years in the world’s most 
demanding environments.

With rendering completely under 
our control, we can guarantee 
accuracy, reliability, and an 
optimal user experience.



























Why PDFTron?

www.pdftron.com

Best developer experience
Everything you need for an even better 
development experience - expert 
support from developers, deployment 
tools, and an active community.

Easy to integrate. Code samples, familiar package 
managers, and a Docker image make it easy to get 
up and running.

Consistent & predictable. Our core rendering 
engine has been perfected by 20 years of 
knowledge, innovation, and real-world testing.

Compliant. PDFTron complies with official 
standards for all the document types we support, 
including PDF and PDF/A ISO standards.

Faster time-to-market
Embed & customize using your 
preferred development stack.  Tools & 
documentation make it easy to launch 
quickly, while upgrades are seamless.

Complete UI flexibility
We’ve open-sourced our UI, giving you 
complete freedom to optimize UX and 
match your look & feel.  You can also 
customize our slick out-of the-box UI.

Future proof
Seamlessly add more features, file 
formats, and platforms as you grow. 
Plus, we invest millions in R&D, ensuring 
ongoing delivery of new innovations.
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